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TAMMY TACKETT WARD CLAIMANT
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CARRIER
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OPINION FILED MARCH 5, 2014

Hearing before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE ERIC PAUL WELLS in Fort
Smith, Sebastian County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by EDDIE H. WALKER, JR., Attorney, Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

Respondents No. 1 represented by RANDY MURPHY, Attorney, Little
Rock, Arkansas.

Respondent No. 2 represented by DAVID SIMMONS, Attorney, Little
Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On December 5, 2013, the above captioned claim came on for a

hearing at Fort Smith, Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was

conducted on October 2, 2013, and an amended pre-hearing order was

filed on .   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been marked

Commission's Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record without

objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the

following stipulations:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.
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2. The prior opinions are res judicata and the law of this

case.

3. The claimant sustain a compensable injury to his back on

February 4, 2000.

By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:

1. Whether the claimant was permanently and totally disabled

as of August 25, 2006, or February 2, 2012, or, alternatively,

whether the claimant is entitled to temporary total disability from

August 26, 2006, to August 1, 2007, and from February 2, 2012, to

a date to be determined.

2. Whether the claimant is entitled to additional medical at

the direction of Dr. Cheyne.

3. If the claimant is not permanently and totally disabled,

whether the claimant is entitled to additional wage loss in excess

of the 45 percent which has already been accepted.

3. Whether the claimant’s attorney is entitled to an

attorney’s fee.

Claimant’s contentions are:

a. The Claimant contends that the
Respondent/Carrier denied liability for the
December 2004 spinal cord stimulator and the
August 25, 2006 back surgery and as a result a
claim was filed requesting a determination
regarding the Claimant’s entitlement to
medical expenses as well as the Claimant’s
entitlement to wage loss disability over and
above the 15% impairment rating that the
Respondent/Carrier accepted.  At the time of
the hearing it was determined that the issue
to be litigated would be limited to additional
medical at the direction of Dr. Richard Jordan
and that all other issues were reserved.
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b. The Claimant contends that although a
favorable decision was received in regard to
the requested additional medical including the
August 25, 2006 surgery, the Claimant has not
been paid appropriate temporary total
disability benefits and that therefore she is
entitled to temporary total disability
benefits from August 25, 2006 until August 1,
2007. The Claimant acknowledges that she
underwent surgery regarding her cervical spine
on August 2, 2007.

c. The Claimant contends that she is
permanently and totally disabled and that such
status existed at least as early as August 25,
2006. The Claimant contents that the evidence
may show that she was permanently and totally
disabled before August 25, 2006; however, she
underwent surgery on August 25, 2006,
therefore that date constitutes an objective
identifiable point at which permanent and
total disability can be established. Further,
the Claimant contents that if she was not
permanently and totally disabled by on or
before August 25, 2006, she became permanently
and totally disabled on February 2, 2012 at
which point her condition had deteriorated to
such an extent that she had to undergo another
fusion. 

The Claimant contends that if for some reason
it is determined that she is not permanently
and totally disabled, she is entitled to
temporary total disability benefits from
August 25, 2006 until 12 months following that
surgery date and again from February 2, 2012
until 12 months following that surgery date.
Finally, if the Claimant is found not to be
permanently and totally disabled she is
entitled to wage loss disability greatly in
excess of the 45% wage loss disability for
which the Second Injury Fund accepted
liability, because the Claimant has undergone
2 fusions subsequent to the date that the 45%
wage loss disability was accepted and the
Claimant’s impairment as well as her
disability increased after the date on which
the Second Injury Fund accepted 45% wage loss
disability.
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d. The Claimant contends that her attorney has
not been paid an appropriate attorney’s fee in
regard to the controverted medical expenses
and that he is therefore entitled to payment
of an attorney’s fee in regard to all medical
expenses associated with the spinal cord
stimulator as well as any medical expenses
incurred in connect with any surgery to the
lumbar spine that occurred on or after October
25, 2006.  The Claimant contends that an
attorney’s fee regarding medical is
appropriate because this is a pre 2001 injury.

e. The Claimant contends that she is entitled
to wage loss disability over and above the 45%
for which the Second Injury Fund has accepted
liability and that her attorney is entitled to
an attorney’s fee in regard to those
benefits.”

Respondents No. 1's contentions are:

“Respondent No.1 contends that claimant has
received all benefits to which she is entitled
for the compensable injury of February 4,
2000.

1) Respondent No.1 accepted and paid a 15%
anatomical impairment assigned by Dr.
Standefer following a lumbar fusion in 2001.
Claimant left her employment with St. Edward
Mercy in May 2004 due to severe pain and
limitations which, according to claimant,
precluded her from performing her job duties.

2) The Second Injury Fund has accepted and
paid wage loss disability benefits over the
15% anatomical impairment of 45%. Claimant
contends she is entitled to permanent and
total disability benefits and has testified
under oath that she has been totally
incapacitated from earning wages since 2004.
Respondent No. 1 agrees and adopts claimant's
contentions regarding her entitlement to
permanent and total disability benefits.
Respondent NO.1 contends that it is the
responsibility of the Second Injury Fund,
which has accepted liability, to pay claimant
the permanent and total disability benefits
due her for the February 4, 2000, injury.
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3) Respondent NO.1 further contends that
claimant is not entitled to additional
anatomical impairment benefits following
additional surgical procedures by Dr. Jordan
in 2006 and 2010 since she was already
permanently and totally disabled from the
injury.  Additionally, Respondent No. 1
contends that claimant is not entitled to
additional temporary and total disability
benefits for the two fusions since she was
already permanently and totally disabled from
the injury. Finally, respondent NO.1 contends
that they are entitled to the statutory offset
or credit for any medical benefits submitted
to and paid by claimant's group health
carrier.”

Respondent No. 1's contentions are:

“The Second Injury Fund contends that the
Claimant is not entitled to further wage loss
beyond the 45% voluntarily accepted
previously, and that the Claimant’s current
condition is as a result of problems unrelated
to the injury.”

The claimant in this matter is a 53-year-old female who was

employed by the respondent as a registered nurse in February of

2000  when she suffered a compensable back injury.

The claimant underwent a microdiskectomy at L5-S1 in March of

2000.  That surgery was performed by Dr. Queeney.  The claimant

returned to work for the respondent in a light-duty job in their

emergency call-back system.  The claimant’s back difficulties

continued and in July of 2001 the claimant underwent a spinal

fusion that was performed by Dr. Standefer.

The claimant again returned to work for the respondent in

September of 2001, this time in a sedentary position as a quality

analyst.  The claimant gave credible testimony that she was

physically unable to continue even sedentary work and left the
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employment of the respondent in May of 2004 due to difficulties

that were a result of her compensable injury.

In December of 2004 the claimant received a spinal cord

stimulator implant which was surgically implanted by Dr. Jordan.

The claimant then underwent surgical intervention at the hands of

Dr. Jordan on August 25, 2006, when he performed a fusion at L3-L4.

I note that the claimant also had a cervical fusion performed

by Dr. Jordan in August of 2007 due to circumstances unrelated to

her compensable back injury.  The claimant gave credible testimony

that she has recovered from her cervical difficulties and symptoms.

The claimant then had her spinal cord stimulator implant

replaced by Dr. Jordan on October 13, 2010, due to a battery

failure of the first implant.  The claimant again underwent

surgical intervention in February of 2012 which was performed by

Dr. Jordan and, at that time, he performed an interbody fusion at

L2-3 and a revision of L3-4.

The central issue in this matter regards whether the claimant

was permanently and totally disabled before or as of August 25,

2006, or February 2, 2012, or alternatively, whether the claimant

is entitled to temporary total disability benefits from August 26,

2006, to August 1, 2007, and from February 2, 2012, to a date yet

to be determined.  In order to prove that the claimant is entitled

to permanent and total disability benefits, the claimant must prove

by a preponderance of the evidence that her compensable back injury

has caused her an inability to earn any meaningful wages in the

same or other employment.  The claimant has had several serious
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surgical procedures due to her compensable back injury.  This has

resulted in the claimant’s spine being fused from the L2 level to

the S1 level.

An order filed by this Commission on February 1, 2005, and

signed by a previous administrative law judge reflects a

stipulation of the parties that the claimant had a 15 percent whole

body impairment as a result of her compensable injury.  A letter

was also placed into evidence by the claimant in this matter.  That

letter was authored by Lois Olsen, the claims manager for the

Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission Second Injury Fund.  The

letter was dated July 15, 2005.  It acknowledges the Second Injury

Fund’s acceptance of wage loss disability in the amount of 45

percent.

At the hearing in this matter, the claimant testified that she

had been a registered nurse for twenty-seven years.  Her level of

education was that of a bachelor’s degree, but at the time of her

compensable injury she was working on a master’s degree.

The claimant’s original surgical intervention was in March of

2000 and she returned to work with the respondent in a light-duty

role after that surgery.  Clearly, the claimant was able to earn a

meaningful wage at that time.  Another surgical intervention

occurred on July 26, 2001, in the form of a spinal fusion.  The

claimant, to her credit, quickly returned to work with the

respondent in September of 2001 in a sedentary position.  The

claimant continued performing sedentary work until May of 2004 when

she was unable to continue working as a result of her compensable
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back injury.  The claimant gave the following testimony on cross-

examination by the attorney for Respondent No. 1.

“Q    Okay.  And when I took you deposition
back in 2005, you told me that you had to
leave your job as a quality analyst because
you could no longer do that job.

A    Right.

Q    And you reiterated and restated that to
me again when I took your deposition a few
weeks ago, that you couldn't work even in a
sedentary position?

A    Right.

Q   You couldn't sit at a desk even long
enough to finish a report because of the
chronic pain you were having?

A    Right.

Q    You couldn't think because of the pain to
do your job in order to accurately put down
what you needed to on a report, right?

A    It is really hard to concentrate.

Q    Yes.  And you stopped working in May 2004
because you didn't think you could continue
working or you would have, right?

A    Right.

Q    But even after you took off work, your
condition continued to worsen; is that right?

A    Yes.”

I note that Respondent No. 1 made the following statement

through their attorney which supports the claimant’s testimony

regarding her inability to work after May of 2004:

“Your Honor, this is a slight variation from
the Amended Prehearing Questionnaire Response
we filed on behalf of Respondents in November
of 2013.  We included in that amendment that
the Claimant based on her testimony in her
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deposition that we had just taken was
permanently and totally disabled as of 2004,
actually, in May 2004 when she voluntarily
left her employment with St. Edward Mercy.  We
accepted the Claimant's testimony.  Our
position was based on the Claimant's testimony
that she could not work since that date.”

The claimant then had a spinal cord stimulator implanted in

December of 2004, which was followed by another fusion surgery in

August of 2006 at L3-4.  The claimant has not worked in any

capacity since leaving the respondent’s employment in May of 2004.

Dr. Jordan was deposed on November 13, 2013.  In that

deposition he indicated that the claimant reached maximum medical

improvement from her August 25, 2006, surgical fusion at the

twelve-month mark.  I find that the claimant was at maximum medical

improvement from her August 25, 2006, surgical intervention on

August 25, 2007.

The claimant’s medical records, testimony, and the deposition

testimony of Dr. Jordan show that the claimant continued with a

pattern of temporary improvement in her condition after surgical

intervention, but her permanent condition was never restored to a

point greater than her May of 2004 condition when she left

employment with the respondent.

In Dr. Jordan’s November 13, 2013, deposition he had the

following exchange with respondent No. 1's attorney about the

claimant’s ability to work:

“Q. Right.  As far as her future employment,
she’s not worked for about nine years
now, and she was a registered surgical
nurse.  And it’s your testimony, although
I know you’re not a vocational expert,
you would not recommend or believe she
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would be capable of returning to work as
a nurse.  Is that your testimony?

A. Not as a floor nurse.

Q. Okay.  Now, I know you have patients who
have fusions who do return to work.

A. And again, you know, alternative jobs,
chart  review. Nurses do pre-
certification for insurance companies.  I
mean, there are things that people can do
that are not physical.

Q. Right.  With a patient such as Ms. Tammy
Tackett Ward, it’s just really unusual in
that she’s now had at least five major
back surgeries.

A. Including neck.

Q. Well, she had two lumbar surgeries before
she saw you, and then three lumbar
surgeries - - well, I guess she’s had
five total including neck.  You’re right.

A. Yeah.

Q. That’s unusual, I think, to the extent
that she’s had so many procedures.  Would
it be likely that someone with that type
of medical history would be able to
resume some type of employment where she
could fit?

A. It’s unusual.  It would be unusual to go
back to work.

Q. Okay.  All right.”

I find that the claimant is permanently and totally disabled

as of August 25, 2007, which is the date she would have been at

maximum medical improvement following her August 25, 2006, surgery.

At the point she reached maximum medical improvement from that

surgery the claimant was unable to earn any meaningful wages in the

same or other employment.
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The claimant is also entitled to temporary total disability

benefits from August 26, 2006, until August 24, 2007, as she was

within her healing period and totally disabled from work due to her

surgical intervention caused by her compensable back injury.

The claimant has also asked the claimant to consider her

entitlement to additional medical treatment at the direction of Dr.

Cheyne.  The claimant last saw Dr. Jordan in March of 2012.  The

deposition testimony of Dr. Jordan makes it clear that she began to

see Dr. Becky Yarborough and Dr. Thomas Cheyne due to geography in

that the claimant resides in the Fort Smith area as do both the

medical practices of Dr. Yarborough and Dr. Cheyne whereas Dr.

Jordan has his medical practice in Little Rock.  The claimant’s

medical records in 2012 continue to indicate the same pattern of

temporary relief after surgical intervention followed by continued

and eventually worsening pain.  Dr. Cheyne recommends lumbar

rhizotomy for the claimant due to her continued pain.  Medical

records from Dr. Cheyne beginning both on Page 42 and 47 of

Claimant’s Exhibit No. 2 indicate his desire for the claimant to

have a lumbar rhizotomy.  After review of the claimant’s entire

medical record, including her more recent visits to Dr. Yarborough

and Dr. Cheyne, I find that Dr. Cheyne’s recommendation is

reasonable and necessary medical treatment for the claimant’s

compensable back injury.  The claimant is a registered nurse and

was employed as such for many years.  She has also undergone a

multitude of surgeries in an effort to improve her condition.  The

claimant made attempts, one of which was sustained for multiple
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years, to return to work after surgical interventions.  Her

testimony has been credible throughout and her demeanor and

responses to questions was tempered and appropriate.  Again, as I

find the recommended medical treatment by Dr. Cheyne as reasonable

and necessary, I also find the claimant to be a highly credible

witness.

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-

hearing conference conducted on October 2, 2013, and contained in

an amended pre-hearing order filed December 5, 2013, are hereby

accepted as fact.

2.  The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that she was permanently and totally disabled as of August 25,

2007.

3.  The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that she is entitled to temporary total disability benefits from

August 26, 2006, until August 24, 2007.  

4.  The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that the recommendations of Dr. Cheyne for a lumbar rhizotomy is

reasonable and necessary medical treatment for her compensable back

injury.

5.  That the claimant has proven by a preponderance of the

evidence that her attorney is entitled to an attorney’s fee in this

matter commensurate with the benefits awarded herein and the

Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.

ORDER
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That respondent No. 1 and respondent No. 2 shall be

responsible for permanent and total disability benefits as set out

in the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act regarding the claimant as

of August 25, 2007.  Respondent No. 1 shall be responsible for

temporary total disability benefits from August 26, 2006, to August

the 24, 2007.  Respondent No. 1 shall be responsible for the

reasonable and necessary medical treatment including the

recommendation of a lumbar rhizotomy of Dr. Cheyne.

The respondents shall pay to the claimant's attorney the

maximum statutory attorney's fee on the benefits awarded herein,

with one half of said attorney's fee to be paid by the respondents

in addition to such benefits and one half of said attorney's fee to

be withheld by the respondents from such benefits pursuant to Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-715.

All benefits herein awarded which have heretofore accrued are

payable in a lump sum without discount.

This award shall bear the maximum legal rate of interest until

paid.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________
     ERIC PAUL WELLS
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


